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2015
• 182/184 received by RFC Office - 99%
• 178/184 off to QA - 97%

2016
• 21/164 received by RFC Office - 13%
• 8/164 off to QA - <1%

It’s not done until responses to eQA are complete and SD signs off!
RS
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Field Data Notebook Status in the Western Region



What’s happened in 2016?

-Crop Safety studies
- Chia, Chia

- More Sesame

Wrapping up the year in the field…

SRF



P11762.16-CAP08 Cyflumetofen Plum Fruit on 5-24-16

Regimen D

Rep 104 Rep 205

Rep 305 Rep 403



Chia: Successfully from bloom 
to the sample bag…



Sesame: Still lush 
and growing two 
months after cutting 
the water.



When something doesn’t seem quite right

RS



Focus on Notebook Pages

Field Data 
Notebooks



Remember:
•What’s 
Critical 
(Red)

•What’s 
Not 
(Green)

•What 
Depends 
(Blue)

SRF

Revisiting the GLP compliance statement:



Sampling Descriptions

How to write good 
harvesting/sampling 
descriptions

• Describe what you did – not just 
repeating the protocol

• Use additional space if needed

MPT



Sampling Descriptions

• Are all the protocol elements 
addressed?



Start description on Part 7 A1



Finish on Part 7 A2



Type up on separate sheet
and insert in notebook

Making sure to enter
data promptly…

And beware the perils of
copy and paste



Include pictures of harvest



Include pictures of drying
set-up



Include pictures of 
sample reduction



Sampling Descriptions

Common missing information
• Sampling equip (snips, etc.)
• How equip was cleaned
• Who collected which samples



Step 1:  
FRD

UCD

Step 3:  
FDN 

Posted 
on WR 

Website

Step 2: QC 
(changed pages 
back to FRD)

Mika
Stephen
Kathy 
(Changes)

Step 4: 
eQA

Use 
Posted 
Pages 
(with QC 
changes)

Flow of Notebooks in the Western Region

RS



GLP Statement in the Notebook

eQA Audit Responses

Please use the copy on 
the WR website for 
responses (it’s the most 
complete version)



Hard copy notebook page changes

Envelopes (WR field office will provide)
Send to HQ

Front of 
envelope

Back of 
envelope



Let’s talk about drying hops….

Wet hops?
Thick bags?
Ideas?
Airflow?
Vent?

RS/MB/SN



Drying Bags

Burlap standard
May take longer to dry

Make your own
Hole punch paper bags
(great idea Keri Skiles!)

WR Field Office has mesh drying 
bags available

We’ll send upon request

MPT



EPA Inspection Highlights

• EPA currently down to two inspectors

• Master Schedule
– Inspector should be able to independently select a current study.

• Cancelled trials
– Include more detail in the amendment or correspondence when a trial is 

cancelled.

• QC reviewer’s CV 
– Qualified to make authorized changes?

SN



EPA Inspection Highlights

• UAN or antifoam products used as part of a tank mix should be 
labeled as reagents

– Name
– Concentration
– Storage conditions
– Expiration date



EPA Inspection Highlights

Pressure gauges in two places, tank and 
boom:

Read and record the pressure directly from 
the same gauge at both the calibration and 
the application

Don’t transcribe!

SN/RS
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When handling 
experimental 
compounds:

SDS may have 
incomplete 
information

Proceed with 
caution

SRF



Resources on WR Website

MPT



How to hit a Low 
GPA without 
running through 
the plot…

SRF





Resources on WR Website

MPT



On the Origin of GLPs



The Dark Ages

• Before The GLPS - “Trust” and “Faith”

• Good faith reliance upon the integrity of the sponsor 
submitted data

• General thought that the Data was “accurate, complete, 
unbiased, and told the complete story”

• No System of Periodic, Routine, On-Site Inspections of 
Facilities - Only “For Cause” Inspections



Where it all Began

• 1972 - Dr. Adrian Gross reviewed an article 
for pre-publication concerning the antibiotic 
Flagyl

– He requested clarification of the 1970 rat trial 
data submitted by Searle

– Individual animal data sheets appeared not to 
support summary conclusions



Searle (1974)

• Searle submits two mouse studies and 
“Corrected” report
– Animal data sheets in the “Corrected” report had been changed to 

support the summary and not the other way around

– The “unusual” nature of the corrections triggers a 
series of “For Cause” inspections of Searle

– The investigators were unable to complete their 
investigations because Searle could not provide all 
requested documentation



Searle (1975) 

• Aldactone: March 1975 Submission

– Again, discrepancies between summary tables, 
statistical analyses and individual animal data sheets

– FDA re-investigates Searle in July of that year 

– In July 1975, a Searle-submitted pathology report 
was also found by the FDA to have questionable 
results



A Taskforce Evolves

• July 1975 Kennedy Hearings on drug industry research

– FDA concluded that it was necessary to investigate the animal 
studies submitted to the FDA in support of all 7 Searle products 
marketed since 1968.

– Taskforce formed in Fall of 1975, reviewed 25 studies

– FDA Commissioner informs Senators of FDA’s findings

• January 1976 – EPA acknowledges that they found similar 
problems with their data submissions



The Findings of the Taskforce

– Poorly conceived, carelessly executed reported studies

– Inadequate education, training and experience of 
personnel

– Inadequate monitoring of contract testing labs by the 
sponsor

– Accuracy and completeness of report data was not 
verified



– Selective reporting of data and of contributing scientist 
reports

– Personnel were not supervised

It was unlikely that the test animals
received the intended dosages.



The Plan

Based on the Taskforce Findings, the FDA 
Commissioner plans to:

• Inspect additional manufacturers and contract 
laboratories

• Develop a monitoring and audit system to assure 
quality animal studies

• Disseminate the standards for good laboratory 
practices 



IBT (1977)

• IBT (Industrial Bio-Test) was an contract 
industrial product safety testing laboratory.

• IBT conducted safety tests for many of the 
major companies, the US Army, EPA, FDA, 
and WHO since 1953

• IBT data was used to support the marketing of 
many products in the USA and overseas



IBT (1977)
• Dr. Gross randomly pulls the IBT Naprosyn study for 

review after a sponsor employee questioned the data.

• The inconsistencies and questions raised led to two 
inspections of IBT (April, July 1976)

• “And what we found there is enough to make your 
hair stand up”.

• Thousands of studies were revealed to be fraudulent



What did they Find?
• INACCURATE data

– Protocol not followed 
– Poor animal husbandry
– Made up data
– Borrowed from other studies

• INCOMPLETE data
– Some data lost, some never collected
– All studies or data evaluations not reported



What did they Find?

• BIASED reporting
– Data selectively reported and manipulated to 

support the desired result

• Sponsors and FDA were not fully informed 
about;
– Study problems
– Results of data detrimental to the desired goal



Craven Laboratories (1990)

• Craven was a contract analytical laboratory

• Favored by the pesticide manufacturers for high, 
consistent recoveries

• Performed studies for 260 pesticide companies, 
including Monsanto



Craven Laboratories (1990)

• Anonymous tip by a QAO reported that Craven was 
falsifying data

• The Craven Tricks; over-spiking, diluting standards, 
altering peak heights

• EPA were prevented from entering building

• Court order issued and US Marshals were sent in

• Results; 14 employees were fined or imprisoned, 
Monsanto lost $6.5 M



The Need for Quality Assurance

• Someone to inspect field trials and sample 
analyses to ensure integrity of the study

• Someone to review the study final report to assure 
that the results accurately reflects the raw data.

• Someone to ensure testing facilities are compliant 
with the GLPs



Questions



Deviation Deja Vu

• Understanding intent of GLPs 
in relation to deviations

• Why be resistant?
• You can be right, but you still 

have to write…the deviation

Deviation Déja Vu
Haven’t we met before?

RS



A good example

Thanks Will!

Deviations



Documenting past webinars you watch

Also helpful 
to add the 
date of the 
webinar 
(e.g. June 
2016)

MPT



Test Site History – Part 5 E

Test Site History of 
Perennial Crops

• Entire history of previous year’s crop
 From harvest to harvest

• Not just a calendar year before the trial 
start date

MPT



2017 National Training

February 28-March 1, 2017

Rosen Centre Hotel in Orlando, Florida

Overview of meeting topics

MB



Next Western Region 2017 Training Webinar

DATE: Monday, April10th
TIME:          11:00 am – 12:30 pm PDT
AUDIENCE: All

Topic: TBD
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Thank you for attending

Training documentation will be provided

Concerns, Questions, Feedback

Mika Tolson, Stephen Flanagan and Becky Sisco 
(530) 752-7635, 752-7634

wrfield@ucdavis.edu


